4026 Difficult Melody
You’re addicted to a little game called ‘remember the melody’:
you hear some notes, and then you repeat it. In most cases, the
longer the melody, the harder to repeat, but it isn’t always true.
Also, melodies of the same length are usually not equally easy to
remember. To find a way to define the remember difficulty of a
melody, you invented a statistics-based model:
Suppose you’re investigating melodies of a particular length.
If a melody appeared in p games, among which you successfully
repeated q games, the smaller q/p, the more difficult the melody.
If there is more than one melody having the minimal ratio, the
one with larger p is considered more difficult. But there is an
exception: if p is smaller than a threshold m, you simply ignore
it (you can’t call it difficult if you haven’t tried it a lot of times,
can you?). The melody appears in a game if its string representation is a consecutive substring occurring
at least once in that game.
Write a program to find the most difficult melody of length k, given n games you’ve played.

Input
The input contains several test cases. Each case consists of three integers n, m, k (1 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ 100,
1 ≤ k ≤ 20), the next n lines each contain two strings separated by exactly one space: the game, and
whether you successfully repeated it. The first string will contain at least one at most 100 upper case
letters ‘C’, ‘D’, ‘E’, ‘F’, ‘G’, ‘A’, ‘B’. The second string will be either ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ (case sensitive). The
last test case is followed by a single zero, which should not be processed.

Output
For each test case, print the case number and the most difficult melody. If there is more than one solution, output the lexicographically smallest one. If there is no solution, output the string ‘No solution’.

Sample Input
3 2 3
EEECEG Yes
BFCEG No
DEBFCEGEEC No
3 2 2
AAA No
BBB No
CCC Yes
0

Sample Output
Case 1: BFC
Case 2: No solution

